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We’ve entered the Dog Days of Summer, when the dog star, Sirius, returns to the night
sky. In Florida, that means that our Triumphs remain in their garages, and we remain in
air conditioning if we don’t enjoy sitting in a pool of sweat. If all had gone as scheduled,
we would have spent the spring driving our cars on the trips VP Terry had planned, and
would now be spending these Dog Days preparing for the British Car Classic in October.
We may need to remain physically distant from each other, but from the volume of
emails, texts, and calls I have received from you, it is clear that the TCNF is still on our
minds.

Useful Links

Our Pandemic Parade last month, past former member Jerry Popp’s community off CR
210, was a big hit with the residents. It was pulled together at the last minute, and on a
weekday. Still, the turnout beat my expectations. I’d like to plan another when the
temperatures cool down, perhaps inviting the other local British car clubs to join us.

TCNF Home Page
TCNF Calendar
BCCNF Calendar
Moss Motors
The Roadster
Factory
Rimmer Brothers
Vintage TR Register
Triumph Register

Business News
2020 Membership
Dues
-Renew: $30 (past
due)
-New Member: $35
Send membership
forms and checks to
Penny Levy @ 1039
Larkspur Loop, St.
Johns, FL 32259.

New Member(s)
Mike and Jean
Hayes – ’74 TR6

Alex says that there are currently four TR6s and two TR3As at Dr’s Lake Automotive,
where he spends most of his days finishing up the paint prep on his 1959 TR3A project
car. It’s hot, and he’s looking forward to getting the car to the painter within the next
couple of weeks, and back in our air-conditioned garage for final assembly. Periodically,
TCNF members drop by to visit and to check on the progress of the two Triumph
restoration projects there, now. It has also been a source of new members – Triumph
owners, who bring their cars there for work.
Speaking of new members, welcome Mike and Jean Hayes, 1974 TR6. Also welcome Bob
Cunha, 1977 Spitfire!
Stay cool and healthy!
The Board position of Secretary is open. Please consider volunteering. Iris Lipsky
stepped down. Lots of travel in retirement has made staying connected challenging.
Both Mark and Iris remain on as members. Thank you Iris for serving in this role, you’ll
be missed!

Bob Cunha – ‘77
Spitfire
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Upcoming Events
Highlights

Jerry Popp’s TR Parade – by Angelo Guzman

Sept 1-30 – Driving
Photo Scavenger
Hunt. Check your
email for details.
Sept–Dec – TR selfdirected Driving
Challenge. Details
coming soon by
email. Prizes too!
Sept 17-20 –
Southeast British
Car Festival (Dillard,
GA) – click here to
register
Oct 4 - Kings Head.
Meet @ 1130am
drive in convoy to
pub for 1pm
meeting. See
BCCNF calendar for
details.
Nov 8 – St. John’s
River Tour. Starts in
Orange Park and
ends at the Kings
Head.
Nov 14-15 –
Vintage Drivers Club
of America Road
Veteran’s Day
Historic Races,
Braselton, GA
Dec 6 – Holiday
Parade-Toy
Donation
Dec 7 - Christmas
Party @ Culhane’s.
Dec 11-13 – Vintage
Drivers Club of
America Season
Finale,
Bloomingdale, GA

Hello fellow club members, I'm Angelo. Most of you don't know me yet. My wife Anitra
and I have been TCNF members for almost 20 years. The reason you may not know us is
due to our non-participation in club meetings and outings in the past six to seven
years, all due to health issues. This brings me to my friend Jerry. When we first joined
the club I seldom missed a monthly meeting at the pub in the first 10 years. You could
always count on certain members and their spouse to be there, among them....Graham
and Janett....Art and Michele....Lance and Gloria....Walt and Barbara....Norm and
Sue....David and Kelly.....and of course Jerry and Louise. They would brighten up the pub
when they walked in. Jerry is a very friendly fellow and easy to get along with. He is
very knowledgeable when it comes to foreign cars of any marquee. Jerry also served in
various club positions, including club president. In the first ten years of membership, we
participated in about five over-nighters, including the southeast regional meet in
Tallahassee, Jerry and Louise never missed one. When I read about Penny's idea of
parading our cars for Jerry, I knew I was not going to miss it. It was a long hot drive from
the westside to the meet point, I barely made the deadline. And due to social
distancing, I was not able to meet any of the participants. I parked next to a blue Jensen,
and did not get the driver's name, the only ones I recognized was Penny, Lance and
Charles. It was hot, humid...car starting to run a little warmer than normal, but seeing
that smile on Jerry's face made it worthwhile.
Editor’s Note: Jerry Popp called Lance to express his appreciation to the club for this
great parade. He said that the parade made his day, his week, his month, and year. The
sign was hanging in the common area. Click here to see the video, and here to see lots
of other great photos.

Jan 10 – President
Drive to Ring in the
New Year
Feb 6 – Swamp
Thing Drive (and
Drive Your Triumph
Day Event)
Events may change
due to COVID-19.
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TCNF Crossword – answers to the Crossword in the last NL edition
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Oil pan gasket replacement - by Terry Sopher
My annual maintenance routine for the TR250 usually occurs in March by performing an oil and
filter change, New points, rotor, condenser and check or replace plugs. This year I have been
spending most of my Triumph wrench/project time on the ‘64 Spitfire race car and after the race
Valentine’s Day Weekend at Roebling Road I had a pretty long list of things to do before the next
race. Mike at Doctor’s Lake Automotive has been doing most of the work on the Spitfire Race
Car, but the COVID-19 Virus Pandemic has made a mess of everything in our lives and the work
on the Spitfire has been slow, due to the unexpected surge in people getting their vehicles
repaired
during
the
pandemic.
At Mike’s, we discovered a slight oil leak in the oil pan gasket of the TR250 when we had it on the
lift for some other maintenance last September. Originally we were going to replace the oil pan
gasket at the TCNF Tech Session, but again the COVID-19 Pandemic caused another disruption to
our “normal” lives and we cancelled the TCNF Tech Session for March of 2020.
I finally got to my annual maintenance in early June. Since I was going to be changing the oil, one
thing led to another, so I started with the oil pan. This is not that hard a job and just about
anyone should be able to do it...if you have a lift it will make it a LOT easier! The gasket is
inexpensive and readily available from Moss, TRF, BPNW and others. Most people seem to use
silicone gasket sealants according to the Triumph and British Car forums. I used Hylomar, as
recommended back in the day by Triumph and Haynes and still recommended by knowledgeable
Triumph wrenches today. Hylomar does not harden, is impervious to gas and oil and those traits
are probably why it works so well.
Step 1 - Drain the old oil and remove the original filter housing or spin-on filter depending on
what you have. I let my pan drain overnight.
Step 2 - Jack up the car and put jack stands under it (put it on a lift if you have one), chock the
wheels, emergency brake on, car in 2nd gear.
Step 3 - As the Haynes manual says - undo the set screws & lock washers and remove pan...there
are a lot of set screws, so this takes some time crawling around and repositioning to get at the
set screws...again easier if you have a lift!
Step 4 - Once the pan is off, you need to scrape all the old gasket and sealant off the pan and the
bottom of the engine block - I found disposable safety razor blades worked really well. Once the
old material is 100% removed, clean off all the oil residue with solvent. Clean out the pan
spotlessly, thoroughly. Check the pan seal edge with a metal straight edge and get it flat as
possible, tapping high spots down if you must or using sandpaper on glass. Make sure all your
nuts and bolts are clean, corrosion free and paint the heads to protect from corrosion.
Step 5 - Place a thin to medium coat of Hylomar/or your preferred sealant on the pan and align
and place the gasket in position. If you use a setting sealant you can let the sealant set up
overnight and place some books on top of the gasket to keep it flat. Next, apply sealant to the
top of the gasket and be careful not to touch it as you maneuver yourself and the pan under the
car. Align the pan and gasket to the holes and start several set screws w/ lock washers to hold
the pan...again MUCH easier w/ a lift! Take great care with the front aluminum sealing block
holes, hand thread these in and do not over tighten or you will be replacing that aluminum block
or putting helicoils in! Once all the set screws are hand tight, torque to factory specs...the TR250
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manual states 16 foot pounds. Do not torque the set screws that go into the front aluminum
block - hand tighten only.
Step 6 - Clean all the excess sealant off the oil pan seam. Refit the oil drain plug and the oil
filter.
Step 7 - Take the car off the jack stands and let it down slowly, taking care not to have any part
of your body under the car.
Step 8 - If you use Hylomar, you can refill with the recommended oil weight/brand of preference
(I use Penn Grade 20W-50) right away and start your engine and check for leaks. If you use
another sealant, wait the recommended period of time for it to set before adding your oil.
Note - if you do not own a factory service manual or Haynes service manual for your Triumph
you need to get one. Yes, you can get most of the service/repair info on the web, but it really
just reiterates what is in the manuals...there are a lot of Triumph newbies that make stuff up or
want someone to take the time to tell them what the manual says! Remember to dispose of your
oil at an oil recycler (it’s free and by law, they have to take your used oil), never dump oil on the
ground or in the storm sewer system!
Make sure you have plenty of paper towels and old rags for this job, as well as an oil catch pan
and disposal/recycling container. Clean as you go. BTW - I did not have a lift for this job and
while I did have a great sense of accomplishment I also was reminded I am not in my 30s
anymore!
Annual Maintenance Part 2 - One Thing Leads to Another!
The TR250 was restored in 1998 to a very high standard for Concours, this of course included the
original AC oil canister and cartridge filter. The canister/cartridge does a good job, but does not
provide any oil on start up like more modern spin-on filters, which can be a source of wear on
your engine, if you had to crank it often or a lot. That benefit alone wasn’t enough to make me
consider a spin-on oil filter adapter plate assembly and filter. The difficulty in taking the canister
& filter off & out, as well as the mess if the rubber O-ring and canister were not perfectly aligned
and tight made the chore undesirable, but again not enough to warrant a change from original, it
is only done once a year after all!
The TR250 tends to run hot in stop and go traffic, once the Temp goes to about 85℉. Here in
Florida that can be a majority of the year! Several years ago I got a very good deal from Rimmer
Brothers on a really well designed/improved Mocal Oil Cooler Kit (non-Thermostatically
controlled) which included the oil cooler, adapter plate assembly, hoses w/ fitting & spin-on oil
filter from Quinton Hazel (an OEM supplier to Triumph).
I checked the forums, and there seemed to be a couple of camps of opinion: 1 - Waste of
time/money as your engine oil needs to be hot to lubricate correctly, an oil cooler won’t let it get
to correct temperature, unless you race your car and if you put one on you need a thermostat to
ensure the temperature stays in the correct range; 2 - They work great if you run your car hard
or live somewhere where it is hot, but don’t put a thermostat in, as it can fail and destroy an
engine and/or the extra connections will increase possibility of an oil leak, which could destroy
an engine.
So, I first addressed the other possible causes of overheating by checking timing, distributor,
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engine oil/sludge, coolant, radiator, rust/blockage in block drain tap - all checked out good. I had
the radiator boiled out, pressure checked and a drain tap installed (Triumph didn’t put drain taps
in TR250 radiators, you drain them by taking bottom hose off, but that still leaves an inch or so of
coolant in the radiator, it seems it was a service many dealers did though).
Curiously, Triumph used an inefficient set up of two flat cardboard panels for the TR250 radiator
shroud, installed parallel to the radiator, instead of the 3-sided cardboard style used on the TR4A
which ducts all the air thru the radiator in a tunnel of sorts (until it gets wet, then it sags and
starts to deteriorate). Richard Good of Good Parts makes a really well engineered, 3-sided
aluminum shroud similar to the TR4A style for the TR250 and TR6 models. It was developed for
racing and hot street engined cars to help keep temps down.
I removed and retained the stock TR250 shrouds and installed a black powder coated Good Parts
shroud - it helped a lot as long as the car was moving, but didn’t help much in stop and go. I
refuse to install an aftermarket electric fan, not an option for me, although they have been using
them in the UK and here in the States for decades...So, since the oil pan was off and the canister
& cartridge filter were off, I might as well fit the oil cooler/spin-on oil filter!
The job took a couple hours. The oil cooler mounts to the existing holes Triumph made in the
radiator protection bracket just for installing the optional oil cooler kit (Triumph part# 308367),
and sits directly in the opening in the lower valance to get air flow. The oil filter/oil cooler
adapter plate uses the same large rubber O-ring as the canister and a smaller flat gasket on the
spring plate. It took about 20-30 minutes just to get the plate aligned and determine the
location the filter would sit at and bolt on tight to the engine block, about the same as the
canister filter. You only have to do this one time, as the plate is not removed for oil changes. The
oil lines were straight forward screw on fittings and easy to connect, although you will need a
large wrench 15/16th and/or 1”. I screwed on the spin-on oil filter after lubing the rubber gasket
w/ oil, filled with oil (6.5 U.S. quarts), crossed my fingers and started the TR250. No oil
leaks! Test drive - oil pressure at 75psi. Rechecked for leaks - none.
Cathy and I took a 70 mile drive, part of which was the first classic car event since the COVID-19
pandemic started - a police led tour route around Amelia Island. The oil cooler definitely brought
the operating temperature down in the 90℉ temperatures and made a difference in stop and
go! I did a post drive check for oil leaks, none! If you are considering an oil cooler, this is a good
accessory for our hot Florida weather! During the winter, there is a cover that snaps over the
cooler to let the oil get warmer - it does not come with the kit I purchased.

Under $15K: 3 classics with wildly different personalities – by Hagerty’s Andrew
Newton
No matter how you look at it, the car hobby isn’t a cheap one. There’s buying a car, then there’s
registration, insurance, fuel, and storage to consider. And that’s before you even get to parts and
maintenance. Luckily, though, there are tons of entry-level vehicles out there that offer the fun
and satisfaction of collector car ownership.
There’s no real set definition for what “entry-level,” means, but $15,000 is a reasonable ceiling.
With that budget, we focused on three (very) different ways to spend it. Of particular interest
were vehicles that have grown in value over the past few years but still fall under our 15-grand
price cap in #3 (Good) condition. When we talk about cars in #3 (Good) condition, we’re talking
about most collector cars out there: vehicles that run well and look good enough to be proud of
but show the light wear, tear, and occasional incorrect parts that come with regular use.
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Classic #1 ’69 - ‘76 TR6 - Median Condition #3 value: $13,300
The TR6 came out in 1969, and it was old-fashioned right off the bat. The construction was bodyon-frame. The ride was bouncy. The cockpit was narrow and a little cramped. The 2.5-liter
straight-six was a cast iron, overhead valve lump based on an old tractor design. Even the styling
was a bit dated. The front and rear sections of the TR6 were new (courtesy of Karmann), but the
body’s middle section was the same as the old Michelotti-designed TR4 from way back in 1961.
When the Datsun 240Z arrived in 1970, the Triumph was already a rolling anachronism.
Fast forward 50 years, though, and that whole “old-fashioned” thing doesn’t really matter as
much, does it? When you’re into classic cars, old-fashioned is kind of the point. And despite its
primitive layout, the TR6 was a good performer. Any Paul Newman fans out there? He won his
first SCCA championship in a TR6.
Now that TR6s are proper classics, the old school touches like the solid wood dash and throaty
straight-six are all part of the charm. They also aren’t hard to find and they don’t cost very much.
It turns out the last of the classic hairy-chested English roadsters is also one of the most
affordable, and for only a few grand more than the equivalent MGB you can have a TR6 with two
more cylinders and a bit more cachet. The TR6 is also cheaper than the TR3, TR4, and TR250 that
came before it, and it’s tens of thousands cheaper than an Austin-Healey 3000. Parts availability
is quite good, and these are relatively easy cars to work on.
Triumph exported the vast majority of the nearly 92,000 TR6s it built, so there are always lots of
TR6s on the market, from tattered projects to fresh restorations and pampered originals. They’ve
gotten a little pricier over the past few years, but that’s down to a widening gap between the
best cars (#1 and #2 condition) and more flawed cars (#3 and #4 condition). While condition #2
values are up $2000 over the past five years, condition #3 values have been mostly flat, up just
$600 over the same period. So if you like to tinker, a TR6 with a little patina remains a greatlooking, fun-to-drive bargain.”
Editor’s note – if you are interested in reading about the other two classics, click the Hagerty’s
link. The other two aren’t TRs! Thank you to Steve Arrington for forwarding this article.

Humor
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Regalia: Hats, Grill Badges, and Shirts – contact Paul Thomas

Contact Us
President: Penny
Levy
Vice President:
Terry Sopher
Treasurer: Norm
Reimer
Secretary: Open
(please consider
volunteering)
Newsletter: Paul
Thomas

Contact me to pick up your hat. I live very near the St. John’s Towncenter so if you are ever in the area,
give me a ring, I’m home most days and refreshments may be provided while practicing social distancing!
Your stories, videos, articles and pictures are welcomed input for this newsletter. Thank you to all
newsletter contributors. Send email to thomas4511@comcast.net.
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